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• The prevalence of obesity is negatively affecting the availability of livers
for transplantation.

• Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) is associated with an
increase in inflammatory processes which potentially contribute to the
exacerbation of fibrosis and development of cirrhosis.

• New methods are needed to collect and store clinical biopsies that can
be used for downstream molecular elucidations.

• Single Nuclei(sn) RNA sequencing provides a unique opportunity to
characterize inflammation at the single-cell resolution and elucidate
potential targets to mediate progressive fibrosis.

Introduction

• Nuclei were isolated from RNAlater preserved biopsies using a
modified protocol that minimizes cellular stress artifacts.

• snRNA-seq was performed for Normal (n=2), NAFL (n=2), NASH (n=2),
and Cirrhosis (n=2).

• Reads were aligned using CellRanger and integrated using the R
package Seurat.

• Cell types were analyzed for differentially expressed genes and
characterized according to Matrisome extracellular matrix gene
enrichment.

Methods

Discussion

Building on the previously published single cell studies, this study will
serve to be the first to fully characterize the molecular progression of
liver fibrosis from NAFL through Cirrhosis. It is our hope to unravel the
following questions:

• How does the immune landscape change with progressive liver
fibrosis and which cell types contribute most to the transition
towards disease?

• Is there a threshold of fibrotic gene expression that commits a liver
towards progressive fibrosis? Can this threshold be
pharmacologically manipulated to shift organs towards recovery?

Existing Questions

Patients Included in This Study

• Modified single nuclei isolation protocol resulted in a clean nuclei
prep, free of doublets and mitochondrial contamination.

• Procedure took less than 1hr to complete, reducing stress artifacts
associated with sample preparation. In addition, QC metrics
associated with snIsolation were comparable between modified and
standard protocols.

• Post-processing, approximately 76,000 cells passed QC and were
normalized for Seurat integration.

• Fourteen distinct clusters were annotated based on gene expression
databases (Panglao DB 2021, Human Gene Atlas, HuBMAPplusB 2022)
and published liver atlas studies(Ref. 2-5).

• Matrisome gene enrichment revealed a distinct pattern in progressive
expression of genes associated with extracellular matrix as fibrosis
develops from NAFL to Cirrhosis.

Results

Study Goal

Using snRNA sequencing and transcriptome analysis, we sought to
identify the molecular mechanisms by which NAFLD progresses toward
fibrosis at the single-cell resolution to derive therapies with potential to
rescue organs from being discarded.

Table 1. Summary of patients included in this study.

Figure 1. (A) Summary of nuclei isolation protocol; (B) Representative images of 
isolated nuclei stained with DAPI. Magnification increases left to right (4x-10x-
60x); (C) Comparison of QC metrics of modified (Ref. 1) vs standard protocols.

• Further work is needed to delineate the immune populations that
contribute to progressive inflammation.

• Cholangiocytes shift between two molecular signatures as fibrosis
moves from NAFL to NASH.
• More work is needed to characterize these two cell populations.

• Likewise, there are three populations of unknown cells which do not
• express known canonical markers, one of which increases significantly

in Cirrhosis.

• Gene enrichment is needed to tease out cellular origin.

Future Directions

Recipient Characteristics
Condition ID Age (yo) Gender Race

Normal D175 18 Female White
V093 58 Female White

NAFL D162 66 Male White
J010 45 Male White

NASH D729 52 Male White
V044 54 Male White

Cirrhosis D830 53 Female White
J005 46 Female White

Nuclei Isolation

Cell Ranger Alignment and Normalization

Seurat Integration and Cellular Annotations

Matrisome Gene Enrichment

Figure 2. (A) Quality control metrics: nGene, nUMI, and percent.mt split by 
cellular annotation; (B) UMAP projection of mitochondrial genes.

Figure 3. UMAP projection of cell clusters represented as a (A) composite map as well 
as (B) separated by experimental condition; (C) distribution of cell proportions; (D) 

cellular annotation by conserved marker expression.

Figure 4. Dot plot representing the four major Matrisome protein groups expressed 
between conditions. Green, Normal; red, NASH; black, Cirr; blue, NAFLD.
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